Semi-Markov Processes (GSMPS) are usually described by sets of variables, events and clock distributions. This kind of representation often lacks intuitive appeal. In this paper wc propose a mapping from GSMPS to Evenl Graph Models. This mapping allows us to usc an event graph to visualize a GSMP modcI as an intermediate step to implementation. By examining the event graph model, wc can perform logic checking and verification more easily than if we try to interpret the GSMP description.
THE TWO MODELING PARADIGMS
Before presenting the mapping algorithm, wc first introduce the two modeling schcmcs. S will denote a countable set of "physical" stales and A equal a finite set of integers enumerating the events. Generic states are s and s'; a generic event is u.
Event Graph Models
Event graph models (EGMs) were first described by Schruben (1983) and fiater enriched by others, including Som and Sargent (1989) . Pictorially the vertices of an EGM represent the various events in the simulation.
The edges of the graph represent relationships bet,wecn events. Basically, the edges define the conditions under which and the time delay after which one event will schedule another event to occur. Suppose the following edge is part of a simulation graph,
oo)
A {.= p} {= p) } This edge is read as follows: "whenever event A occurs, the system state, S, changes to fA(S). Then, if condition (i] is true,, event B will be scheduled to occur after a delay oft. " Appropriate labels arc omitted if the inter-event edge delay is zero or if the scheduling is unconditional.
One of the simplest examples of an EGM is a single server queue. Here the single state variable, Q, is the number of customers in the systcm (waiting in Iline or in service). The random time between customer arrivals is denoted as ta and the random time of customer service is ts. The EGM for a generic queue is as follows:
The ARRIVE event simply increments the queue and the LEAVE event decrements the queue.
Wc formally define an EGM using a direckxl graph G = {E,V ) with edge set E and vertex set V and an associated state space, S. Generic vertices arc denoted by v (perhaps with a subscript). Generic edges are denoted as e = (vIl,vd), which speeifies the origin and destination of a directed edge. We label the graph with tic following sctx F = (fv: Vv~V] are the state changes associated with each event.
C = {ce:S--+% Ve = (Vo,Vd )6E] when cc = 0, the edge condition is false (as in the C programming language). T = {~Vc = (vo,vd ) = E) arc the inter-event delay tunes. P = {pe: Vc = (vo,vd ) G E] arc execution priority expressions used to break time tics.
The conditions in C specify whether or not an edge's destination event will be scheduled after the edge's origin event occurs. At any given time in the execution of the simulation, those edges where c(s) # O (i.e. the edge conditions are true) are referred to as active edges. Edges where c(s) = O can be thought of as being temporarily missing from the graph.
The basic notion of an event graph model, M = (V,E,S,F,C,T,P), is to represent the indices for above sets with the edges and vertices of a directed graph. It is this graph of indices that organizes the above sets into a simulation model.
Generalized Semi-Markov Processes
GSMPS area useful probability model for discrete event simulation: Comprehensive treatments appear in (Glynn and Iglehart, 1988) and in (Glynn, 1989) . We define GSMPS following the development in (Glasscrman, 1991) . Define the following:
./3(s) = non-empty set of Prob(s' = @u(s,U(tz,k)) = p(s';s,a). In an EGM of the same system both these input proccsscs might be mappings of the random number sequence, U. The algorithm or scheme by which the dynamics of a GSMP evolve is typically specified by mimicking the execution of a typical event-scheduling discrete event simulation code.
A PROPOSED GSMPXIGM MAPPING
We start with a directed graph G = (V,E) and use the Ce(s') = true iff s' = Cc; that is wc label each edge with a membership rule, Ce Note that E can be countably infinite if S is, typicalj~IEI < ISI. 
The resulting event graph is identical to the single server queue model pictured in section 1.1 with the addition of the redundant condition (Q> O) on the edge generating the arrivals. Iglehart & Shedlcr (1983) .
In this model there are N ports connected by a passive bilateral bus on which message packets are transmitted and received. In addition to the bus, there is a one-way logic control wire that links the ports. This wire transmits send flipflops which are essentially requests by a port to use the bus for transmission.
The signal tapped at the control wire input to a port is the inclusive OR of the send flipflops from upstream ports, i.e., the port sees whether some upstream port is waiting to transmit.
When a message packet arrives at a port for transmission, the port sets the send flipflop (requests the bus), waits for a time interval to make sure that ILS flipflop is received and that it has been notified of any occurring transmission.
After that delay, the port waits The variables for this GSMP are: w(t) = (w,(t), .... W~(t)) where WJ(t) is the state of port j at time t. Wj(t)=l if port j has set the flipflop but is not ready to transmit (because it is still waiting), 'Wj(t)=2 if port j has completed the waiting time but has not begun transmitting, Wj(t)=3 if port j is transmitting, WJ(t)=4 if transmission is complete and port j is waiting for the next message packet.
u(t) = (u,(t), .... uN(t))where U,(t)=l if pOit.] observes the bus to be busy at time t, and equals O otherwise.
V(t) = (v*,](t), V~,J(t), v~~(t), V,$,,(t), . . .. VN,N.,(t)) where Vjk(t)= 1 if port j has observed that port k has set its flipflop and equals zero otherwise.
The following arc the events of the GSMP: "arrival of new packet at port j", "end of waiting pcriad for port j", "end of transmission by port j", "observation by port j of the setting (to 1) of the flipflop by port k upstream (k<j)", "observation by port j of the resetting (to O) of the flipflop by port k upstream (k<j)", "obscwation by port j of the start of transmission", "observation by port j of the cnd of transmission." Table 1 displays the events (with abbreviated names) along with Itheir state changes, interval times and the subset of S for which the event is a member of E(s). from Clear(j) to Observe Start(k); its edge condition would be (W(j)=3 and U(k)=O) and its time delay, from the GSMP, would he Tfi,k). Table 2 lists all of the edges for which Ce is non-empty with the edge conditions and time delays. The state changes arc the same as given in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows the event graph. 
Checking the Logic
Now that we have an event graph model, we can code it up using available software. In this case we used SIGMA (Schruben 1995) . In debugging this model a number of implementation issues arise. The first concern was that some of the events would become inactive without being executed. For example, when port j begins transmission, an Observe Start event is scheduled for the other ports (because W(j) = 3). If the transmission is finished before port k observes the start then Observe Start(k) disappears from the active event set (WQ) # 3 for any j) although it was never exeeuted.
This L(j)>R(j,N) will allow the reset flipflop to finish propagating before the port finishes transmission and Atj)>maxiT (j,i) will allow the end of transmission to propagate before a new packet arrives at the port.
Another possibility is to redefine the event sets in the original GSMP.
In fact without the above assumptions or the introduction of new state variables it w(j) = 1
is possible that the model will fail to be a GSMP at all; the systcm can reach a state where the active event set cannot be fully determined. In running the event graph version of the model, it also became clear that there were other problem in the definitions of the event sets for certain states. Specifically Observe End(j) is supposed to be an active event whenever W(k)=4 for some k and U(j)= 1. What happens is that whenever port j observes a start of transmission, U~) will become 1 and if any other port is waiting for a new packet (W(k)=4) then an Observe End(j) will be scheduled.
If port j observes a start of transmission while the transmission is still happening an Observe End may be scheduled because of some other port which is waiting for a new packet, clearly this should not happen. 
